This paper explores the relationship between the minimum cost design of water distribution networks (WDNs) and the minimum water path criterion (MWPC), according to which the water entering the network through the source nodes should cover the shortest possible paths before being delivered to users. To this end, a three-step linear algorithm for WDN design based on the MWPC and set up in the 1980s was applied to many benchmark case studies. The results of the linear three-step algorithm were almost coincident with, and in some cases superior to, those produced by more complex and burdensome algorithms. This represents a solid proof of the strong implications of the MWPC for WDN design.
freeware or licensed pieces of software, which, instead, make use of various network resolution algorithms coming from the research world (e.g., Todini & Pilati ) . The idea of this work is to use, for analysis and comparison purposes, an algorithm proposed in the 1980s at the same time by Ciaponi & Papiri (, ) and by Stephenson () .
This algorithm simplifies the non-linear network design problem by transforming it into the sequence of two LP applications, followed by a third simple corrective step.
Since LP can be easily applied to networks of whatever size, the aim of this work is to show that the algorithm men- After the design configuration of pipe water discharges has been obtained, the pipes' optimal diameters are assessed using LP, in a similar way to Alperovits & Shamir () .
Being based on two LP applications in a row, the algorithm is conceptually flawed by the fact that the results of the former LP application, for the estimation of the design pipe water discharges, affect the results of the latter, aimed at pipe sizing. Therefore, it can be reasonably expected that the solution obtained by this algorithm is different and features higher costs compared with those obtainable by applying other algorithms which minimize the cost function in a single step, as a function of all the decision variables at stake. This is one of the reasons why this work was aimed at exploring the extent to which the solutions obtainable through the MWPC-based algorithm differ in terms of cost from the solutions obtainable through optimization algorithms minimizing directly the WDN cost. Furthermore, the work was aimed at verifying if the MWPC is implicitly taken into account by the other optimization algorithms for the WDN design, through the hydraulic analysis of the minimum cost solutions obtained in various benchmark case studies.
In the following subsections, first the MWPC-based algorithm (Ciaponi & Papiri , ) is described, followed by the applications and comparisons with the other optimization algorithms.
THE MWPC-BASED ALGORITHM
The MWPC-based algorithm (Ciaponi & Papiri , ) is based on the following three steps:
1. calculation of the design water discharges minimizing the sum of water path lengths, transforming de facto a generic looped network into a system of branched networks, each of which is fed by a single source; 2. calculation of the pipe diameters minimizing the total cost of the system of branched networks; 3. re-closure of network loops through minimum diameter pipes.
In the following subsections, each step is thoroughly described.
Step 1 -Calculation of the design water discharges (loop opening)
Let us consider a generic network featuring n p pipes, n 1 nodes with unknown head and n 0 nodes with fixed head.
The number of elementary network loops n l will be equal to:
For the network it is possible to define a topological incidence matrix A (Todini & Pilati ), in which the element A (i, j) can take on the values 0, À1 and 1. In particular,
A (i, j) ¼ 0 if the i-th pipe does not have the j-th node at one end; if the i-th pipe has the j-th node at one end,
depending on whether the (arbitrarily) assumed flow in the i-th pipe enters or exits the j-th node. Matrix A can be partitioned into two sub-matrixes, A 10 and A 12 , associated with the nodes of fixed head and the nodes of unknown head, respectively (Todini & Pilati ) . Continuity equations at demanding nodes of unknown head take on the following vector form:
where A 21 is the transpose matrix of A 12 , and Q and q are the vectors of pipe water discharges Q and nodal demands q respectively. In this context, it should be underlined that q in Equation (2) can also be negative, therefore indicating a water discharge input into the WDN.
In the case of a looped network, the system of Equation (2) is indeterminate when considered standing alone, given that A 21 is not of full rank. In fact, the number of rows (equal to the number of demanding nodes n 1 ) is lower than the number of columns (equal to the number of pipes). This means that an infinite number of water discharge configurations satisfy the system of Equation (2).
The flow distribution corresponding to the MWPC can be obtained by solving an optimization problem featuring the constraints coded in the continuity equations of Equation (2) and the following objective function f to be minimized:
where L T is the transpose vector of L (containing the pipe lengths) and Q is a vector containing the absolute values of Q. Minimizing function f in Equation (3) 
where symbols 'T' and ' . . . ' indicate the transpose vector/ matrix and the vector/matrix vertical concatenation, respectively.
Through the previous matrix operations, the optimization problem in Equations (2) and (3) takes on the new form of function f d in Equation (7) to be minimized, subject to the linear constraints in Equations (8) and (9), with Q d as the vector of decisional variables:
If required, further constraints can be added concerning the maximum water discharges that can leave the source nodes. In detail, these eventual constraints take on the following form:
where q 0,max is the vector of maximum water discharges leaving the source nodes and A d 01 can be obtained as:
if the pipes leaving the sources have the sources themselves as upstream nodes, from the topological point of view.
The constraint in Equation (10) can also be a strict equality.
In Step 2 -Design of the pipes with
The optimal design of the branched network( 
where c i is the unit cost associated with diameter D i and n pb is the number of pipes in the branched network(s).
For each network pipe j, the constraint that the sum of sub-pipe lengths l j,i is equal to the length L j of the whole pipe needs to be considered:
For the path leading from the reservoir (with head H res )
supplying the k-th node (with elevation z k ) to the k-th node itself, the sum of the head losses in the n k pipes belonging to the path has to be so low as to allow the minimum acceptable pressure h des b,k constraint to be respected at node k. This can be expressed as:
where J j,i is the energy friction slope relative to sub-pipe l j,i of pipe L j ; H des,k is the desired total head at node k for full demand satisfaction, being the sum of node elevation z k and pre-fixed minimum pressure h des,k of the branched network.
Although all the diameters D i in the set are simultaneously considered for each pipe in the LP problem, the solution generally yields sub-lengths greater than 0 only for one or two diameters.
Other constraints such as those related to minimum and maximum pipe flow velocities can be easily taken into account, since pipe water discharges are pre-assigned in the branched network(s). Actually, pipe sub-lengths l j,i in which these constraints are not respected due to too small or large diameters (and then too large or small flow velocities)
can be set to 0 as a further constraint of LP. The formulation described above can also be extended to include other decision variables, such as the pressure head at the source nodes.
Step 3 head (h des,k ) or maximum velocity constraints to be violated at some nodes. In this case, the WDN designer can make some adjustments to the pipe design to re-obtain constraint preservation. In order to detect the pipes that need adjustments, step 2 can be tentatively repeated with different constraints from before.
Of course, the cost C 3 of the total network is obtained as the sum of the cost of the branched network(s) plus the cost of the pipes used for loop re-closure, following the designer's adjustments.
In the context of step 3, it must be noted that the use of the minimum diameter in the list for loop re-closure is here considered only to pursue the minimum cost. However, in real WDN design applications, other choices could be made, such as the minimum diameter used in step 2 over all the branched network or for the pipes belonging to the same loop as the generic removed pipe. This would yield benefits of increased reliability, at the expense of a larger investment.
APPLICATIONS
The applications of this work concerned the 13 WDNs reported in Table 1 , in ascending order of number n p of pipes to be sized. For each network, Table 1 also reports the literature source of the case study, the numbers n 0 and n 1 of source and demanding nodes, the number n D of available pipe sizes in the design, and the source and kind of the optimization algorithm of the reference minimum cost solution used for the analyses and comparisons of this work.
In particular, the reference case studies were chosen among those available in the scientific literature based on Ciaponi & Papiri (1983 , 1985 Krapivka & Ostfeld (2009) Step 2 Step Solution at the end of steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm of Ciaponi & Papiri (1983 , 1985 and reference solution of Krapivka & Ostfeld (2009) . In bold, adjustments following loop re-closure. Ciaponi & Papiri (1983 , 1985 .
For the network of Alperovits & Shamir () , the reference solution considered in this work is the design configuration obtained by Krapivka & Ostfeld () (see Table 2 ) by applying a hybrid algorithm made up of GA þ LP. The value of the path function f r for the reference solution is 872,611 (m L)/s, which is very close to f 2 . In particular, the percentage difference PD 2 ¼ 100 ( f r Àf 2 )/f 2 is equal to 0.04%, highlighting the fact that the reference solution also respects the MWPC, though being obtained without considering explicitly this criterion inside the optimization process. The total cost C r of the reference solution is $403,572, which is slightly superior to that obtained through the algorithm of Ciaponi & Papiri (, ). In particular, the percentage difference PD 3 ¼ 100 (C r ÀC 3 )/C 3 is equal to 0.003%. PD 2 has the same order of magnitude as PD 1 (Figure 3 ), pointing out that the search for the minimum cost solution leads to network configurations with low values of f, even when the MWPC is not explicitly taken into account inside Ciaponi & Papiri (1983 , 1985 at the end of steps 2 and 3, and in the reference solution Step 2 Step 3 Solution
Step 2 Step 3 the optimization process. In fact, the reference solutions in the various case studies were obtained through algorithms that do not take account of the MWPC in network design. 
CONCLUSIONS
This work has confirmed that, in WDN design, imposing the minimum path length on the water flowing from the source nodes to the demanding nodes has strong economic consistency, besides representing a valid design criterion for the conservation of the water's qualitative properties.
In a looped network model with demands allocated to the nodes, the application of the MWPC causes a number of pipes equal to the number of elementary loops to be removed in the network layout. Therefore, the looped network layout is transformed into a system of branched networks. The application of the MCD to branched Stephenson ; Suribabu & Neelakantan ), and completed by a third step for network loop re-closure.
The calculations reported in this work confirmed that the three-step linear algorithm described above is very effective. In fact, it yields solutions comparable (and in some cases superior) to those obtainable through nonlinear and heuristic algorithms, which are more burdensome from the computational viewpoint.
The three-step algorithm described above enabled solving the nonlinear WDN design problem through LP, which can be successfully applied to networks of whatever size, thanks to its lightness, robustness and effectiveness.
Therefore, algorithms like that used in this work can bridge the gap between the complex methodologies of limited applicability that exist in the scientific literature and the fully empirical approaches used by practitioners to design WDNs. A development of this work will also concern the extension of the MWPC to networks operating under multiple loading conditions.
